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WP4 COMPONENTS

OUR GOAL

Facilitating the SOC (Security Operations Center)
Handling large amounts of data efficiently
Employing modern algorithms
Support automated response
Advanced threat detection
Leverage modern AI techniques
Enrich context and explainability
Combine different methods and tools

AI-BASED ATTACK DETECTION (AAD)
Attack detection based on input from heterogeneous data sources, including raw log data from
network nodes and hosts, network traffic, logs from security tools (vulnerability scanner, antivirus, etc.),
and threat intel from TCP (threat data collection and threat prediction) component
Intrusion detection performed at different levels (host,
network, combined) and using different techniques
(deep learning, clustering and statistical methods)
Event-based reasoning to integrate complementary
(correlated) evidence and leverage causal
relationships between events
Events from all tools are passed for further analysis to
Security Monitoring Solutions (SMS), e.g., SIEM

AVAILABLE DETECTION TOOLS
What is the state of monitored system?
normal, under attack, under configuration change?
What is the root cause of the reported anomalies?

?

Domain Y is sketchy
Host X is active in
unusual time interval

There are unusually
many flows between
host X and Y

IP address X is
behaving abnormally

Attack Detected
(e.g. port scan)

DNS Ninja

ABC Tool

L-ADS

DNN, DBN
Deep Neural Network
Deep Belief Network

DNS Tap Data
DNS query and response
(Ethernet frames)
DNS server log data
HTTP proxy data

Threat Intelligence
suspicious domains, DGA
(domain generation algorithms)

LSTM
Long Short Term Memory
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Is Host X compromised?
How certain is that host X is compromised?

Abnormal activity at
host X

Suspicious activity
at host X

VAE

Aminer

Variational Autoencoder

Netflow Traffic data
Flow duration
No. of bytes
No. of packets
IP source destination
Protocol or application layer data

Log data (text)
Network layer
(firewall, switches, routers)
Application layer
(web servers, DNS,
application servers)

Vulnerability
detected at host X

Security Events
Logs from security tools,
e.g., vulnerability scanner,
antivirus, existing intrusion
detection system
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DETECTION TOOLS CAPABILITIES

ATT&CK tactic

Initial Access

ABC Tool

DNS Ninja

L-ADS



Command & Control

Aminer





Lateral Movement



Internal Discovery



Privilege Escalation

(V)AE



Execution

Exfiltration

NIDS (DNN,DBN)














